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This"isthe second of two issues' of loWa;ch that examines how anthropogenic changes in climate could af~ect the health of humans.
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of IoWatch. Global warming
expected

of those ti'nies when the sjJirits of
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agents (thus leading
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pests, and other

century from now w;th global
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to such prob-

Global Warming and Human
Health, Part 2
lems. This past July, for
example, Iowa recorded

change on human health has become a
major concern. Warnings have been heard
increasingl y from researchers as well as from
international organizations such as the
World Health Organization.

Their message

latel~ about in the middle of the
range of increase predicted for a

glo6~1 warming trends contin~es

Since the late 1980s, thE;'influence of climate
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effects become more pronounced.

landmark decade was a mere 4 OF

,human food supply. Iowa is

s our understanding of potential

to ,rise, ques'tions about their
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tion and ecology of infectious
resurgence
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Human 'Health and Rising
Temperatures

average, not the extreme. The fint
its

of the great heat waves swept into

first known case of the

Iowa injuly,

hantavirus

thousandr of field hones. By

infection

that wa!'\

described

in our last 10 Watch,

becoming

the 26th state to

report this emerging

and

return and resurgence
locally transmitted
The following

of things to come. Inteme heat
the

of

malaria in

many areas of the U.S.
describe

record. That was but a h;;rbinger

an article in The

Atlantic Monthly described

paragraphs

two other health-

Sunday, August 3, the average
high for the state was] 06. 4 oF, .
hotter than any previous day on

often deadly disease. In·
August,

1930, killing

continued to attack the state, with
Keokuk reaching 118 ° in the
summer of

1934, and

the state's

average maximum climbing to
, 108.7°onjuly

14.1936.

While thejuly-August

average

for 1930 was 76.1°. the average
for 1934 crept up to 76.5 0. and
in 193 6-the most tOl'rid
SliJlZmerof the decade-the state's
average temperatlire spiked at
8 J.. 3 0. In a typical yeal~ about
1 75 people in the U. S. die from
excessiveSlt1l1l1ler
heat and
stm~hine. their bodies losing the
ability to maintain homeostasis
and prevent coretemperatures from
l'i.ring to meet those of the outer
world. Between 1930 and 1936,
the heat killed nearly 15,000
people-4768
in 1936 C!lone.
Humans are ih many ways
frail crearures, dependenr on
prorecrion both from the cold
and from heat in order ro
survive. This need for shelter
from the elemenrs would be
modulated by the changing
climare. Researchers believe
rhar warming of our glob~l
climate could significantly
increase the number of heatrelated deaths and illnesses, ao
increase that would be only
partially matched by rhe
decrease in cold-related
deaths.
Because of their vulnerability, people have developed
social, behavioral, and
technological mechanisms for
isolating themselves f~om the
weather-for example certain
ways of dressing and of
heating and air conditioning
their homes. In addition,
given time, people acclimatize
ro temperarure extremes ro
some degree. Bur extended
hor rempetarures can overtax
the body's narural cooling
mechanisms, especially when
humidiry is high and. winds
are low. Marked short-term
flucruarions-such
as the very
hot days that most global
climate models predict will
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Mortality rate,s increase dramatically during heat waves, a fact demonstrated in ~his depiction of daily mortality during a 1966
heat wave in New York. (Source: Kalkstein LS, WJ Maunder, G Jendrilzky. 1996. Climate and Human Health, 2nd edition. World
Meteorological Organization, No. 843.)
-

increase-are especially
difficult to wirhstand because
rhey allow little time for
physical or.physiological
adjustment. As temperarures
rise, the body struggles to
maintain a constanr internal
temperarure. At some point,
however, its natural cooling
"mechanisms no longer sllffice.
The cardiovascular system no
longer responds properly,
resulting in heat exhaustion
with faintness, rapid heartbeat, low blood pressure, cold
clammy skin, and nausea. Or
the body's core temperarure
may begin to rise, producing
heat stroke and in extreme .
cases leading to confusion or
delirium, seizures, coma, and
death~ Both heat stroke and
heat exhaustion are more"
probable ~mong the very_
. young, the elderly, persons
with existing conditions, and
those with impaired mobiliry.
The urban poor also have
fewer recourses to escape from
the extremes. High temperatures also r~ise the incidence

of hospi tal admissions and
mortality from cardiovascular
and respiratory disor.ders and
certain types of accidents."
Global warming may
stimulate illness and death in
less direcr manners· also.
Highe~ temperatures accelerate the chemical reacrions that
produce secondary ,air pollutants, such as tropospheric
ozone, from primary air
pollutanrs. Thus more
frequent and inrense periods of
very hot weather could be
coupled with increasing air
pollutant concentrations.
While ozone is beneficial in
the upper atmosphere, where
it filters out the sun's UV rays,
when inhaled it damages cells
of the respiratory traer and
impairs lung functioning. Ir
can increase the effects of other
pollutants (such as S02) in rhe
" lungs, and decrease defenses
against infections. It appears
that higher temperarures also
act synergistically with air

pollution: the effects of rhe
twO together induce more
health problems than the sum
of the two would imply. And
lastly, warmer weather could
affect water supply, food
producrion, and other
biol0.l$icalsystems (such as
plant production of spores and
pollen) that in rum could alter
human health.

Human Health and Extreme
Climatic Events
Bangladesh is washed from
the north by runoff from the
Himalayqns and fron! the south
by the storms sweeping in from the
Bay of Bengal. ,If people were
scarceand abundaJ:Ztland offered
multiple sanctuaries, an occasional drenching of this tiny
nation would bring little
hardshp, ButBanglad~h5
flatlands offer few safehousesfor
the country's demely packed
millions, especially those who
inhabit the giganti~' delta of the
Ganges and Brahmaputra
Rivers, Monsoons can bring
catastrophicfioods cascading
down from the highlandr. And
storm ~urgesfrom the frequent
cyclonessometimes sweep over 100
miles inland. These cycloneskilled
300,000 people in 1970, and
another 140,000 in 1991,
Continued population growth will
push morepeople onto the
vulne;able coastal lands, where
the maJSeswill be exposed to
increasingly frequent and severe
storm surge~, Or they may be
forced tofight a more sinister fate:
losing their landbase permanently
to a slowly rising sea,

will d~pend on the'vulnerability of each natural environment and human society,
Apart froni the obvious
dangers' of drowning and
acute injury, flooded areas
experience health problems
as sanitation systems break
down, food supplies are
destroyed, croplands are
eroded or contaminated, and
dangerous chemicals or wastes
are washed into floodwaters,
Drought affec,tshealth
primarily through impacting
the production of food and its
distribution, Malnutrition
increases, Severe diarrhea and
diseases associated with poor
hygiene (such as scabieg and
conjunctivitis) increase as
water quantity and quality
decline, Death strikes not
only through starvation,
but also thro\.lgh diseases
that take hold because of
decreased immunity caused
by starvation,

Annual Cost
of Damage

Both floods and droughts
- stimulate infectious disease as
sanitation and public health' ,
infrastru..ctures degenerate and
as populations become more
crowded, These disasters
further affect healt·h'by
increasing stress-related
psychological disorders and
provoking migration of
displaced persons (producing
"envIronmental refugees").
The human impacts of
climate-related disasters have
clearly and considerably risen
during the past 25 years,
However this growth is due in
part to the soaring size of the
human population and to its
expanding vulnerability, with
marginal populations increasingly being forced into
"disaster risk zones," .Persons
with the fewest technical and
social resources are affected
most strongly, Projections
indicate that Earth's poorest
populations will increasingly

Annual Number
of Windstorms

5
Changing climate is
. likely to increase weather.
variability, Heavy precipitation events are predicted to
become more frequent
regionally, while models show
other regions already prone to
drought e~periencing longer
and more severe dry periods.
These events may be exacerbated by numan activities,
overgrazing and fo~est
clearing for example,. mult~, plying the likelihood of both
drought and of flooding, '
The effects of the resulting
regional droughts and floods

Extreme weather events are rising in frequency and in the annual cost of damage - a
fact demonstrated here by the worldwide impact of major windstorms (those with over
$500 million in total damage) between 1960 and 1992. Other data show that nearly
half of . all insured losses from natural catastrophes during the past 40 years have
occurred since 1990, and that extreme weather events have become increasingly frequent
in the past six years. Anthropogenic climate change is expected to increase the variability
, of weather, with extreme weather events becoming more frequent and affecting human
health in multiple ways. (Source: "Energy Efficiency Strategies for Insurance Companies,"
reprint from (enter for Building Science News, by Evan Mills.)

congregate on land most
vl,tlnerable to disasters, and
will have the fewest resources
to recover from such disasters.
Asia experiences the highesr
number of natural disasrers
and the greatest number of
affected people. Developing
countries in general experience the most deaths from
narural disasters and rhe
largesr relative economic
impact. However the total
price tag of such disasters is
far heavier in rich cou.ntries.
The predicted rise of the
Earth's seas is another distinct
but extreme process that
would threaten human health.
Models indicate that the
oceans' rise-stimulated
by
thermal expansion of sea water
and rhe melting of glacierswould equal on the average a
half meter by the year 2100,

with the actual rise varying
regionally. Since more than
half of the world's population
now lives within 60 km of the
sea, and this population is
growing faster than the
world's average, rising seas
could affect the health of mosr
future huma;s. Small islands
and heavily populated deltas
would be amof1g the most
intensely impacted.
Bangladesh, for example,
could lose 17% of its land
surface if the sea level rises a
meter.
The healrh effects of rising
seas would include the
obvious displacement of large
populations a1!d the physical
and mental stresses associated
wtth forced migration. Food
production and thus nutrition
could decli~e as agricultural
lands·are flooded; large
pqpulations in Southeast Asia,
for example, would lose some

Milliplls
of people
affected

remaining in coastal areas
would be increasingly
susceptible to the impacts of
floods and ocea~-generared
storm surges.

of the world's major ricegrowing paddies'. Increasing
coastal erosion and injuries to
coastal wetlands would
impact the 70% of commercial fish species that complete
their life cycles in these
habitats. Saltwater flooding
and intrusion of aquifers
would reduce the amount of
fresh water available both for
humans and for agricultlire,
and could alter the distribution of disease vectors such as
malaria-transmitting mosquitoes. And populatiGns

Estimated cost
of disasters
ill

billions

of

us $'

Accidents. technological
accidents and fi res

The various huml," casts af disasters-both
to life and to the pocketbook-are shown here for the decade 1986 to 1995. As can be
seen, natural disasters are many times more costly than accidents'and fires. Other data reveal that nearly half of all insured loses from
natural catastrophes during the past 40 years have occurred since 1990. This fael has increased the concern of the world's 1.4-trilliondollar insurance industry about potential climate change, and has drawn the reinsurance leaders in Europe into advocating limits for
.greenhouse gas emissions at the United Nations. (Source: "The Geosciences and the UN System, in the Service of Humankind," .
A discussion paper produced by the World Meteorological Organization, Sept. 1996.)

Alrhough Iowans need nor
personally fear threars from
rising oceans, the prospect of
increasing heat stress is quite
real. Recognizing rhis,
CGRER is commencing a
project to compute risk
assessments for increasing heat
stress in Iowa. Greg
Car'michael and his students
will be evaluating deaths
correlated with periods of
high he~t and humidity in the
past. Then, with the help of
climate models, they will
cornpure changes in the
number of hear stress-r,elared
deaths that could be expected
from warming cliiTlates.
Other CGRER members
are working on ways to reduce
damages and deaths from
extreme climatic events.
Witold Krajewski, Allen
Bradley, and Ko.sta
Georgakakos, for example, are
'involved in projects that will
improve flood forecasting and
rhus increas~ time to prepare
or·flee from dangerous
expQsures.
Three additional new
CG RER grants that relate the
burning of fossil fuels to
agricultural production and to '
human health are described in
the column, "What's Up"at .
.CGRER?" Implementation of
Phase III of the Iowa Greenhouse Gas Action Plan also is
discussed there. Iowa can rake
pride in being one-of the first
three states to reach the third
phase of this planning process,
which involves purring into .
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costs. Additionally,
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the' costs
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leaders from

. around the world will meet in

Climate
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and S Kovats editors; published in

enforceable
emissions

1996 by the World Health
Organizatjon, Geneva), a derailed

gas emissions.

The discussion

will foc'us on

guidelines

between the years

as a carbon tax or binding
to emissions would

be major steps forward that
could lead to significant
declines in the production
greenhouse
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assessment prepared by an international task group on behal f of the
World Health Organization, the

for

2000 and 2010. Proposals such
limitations

Change arid HltIlIan Health
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global treaty for reducing
greenhouse

Note: The majority of information in
this article was taken from the book
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Dust Bowl days came from The
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John Miller, Liisa Jalkanen, and Greg Carmichael, of the World Meteorological Organization's Global Atmospheric Watch (GAWj Program, celebrating recent accomplishments.
WMO holds the major responsibility for monitoring global changes in the atmospheric
environment. Its GAW Program provides long-term monitoring of greenhouse gases,
aeros~ls, ozone, ultraviolet radiation, and acid depositio.n.
.
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John Miller, Liisa Jalkanen, and Greg Carmichael, of the World Meteorological Organization's Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW) Program, celebrating recent accomplishments.
WMO holds the major responsibility for monitoring global changes in the atmospheric
environment. Its GAW Program provides long-term monitoring of greenhouse gases,
aeros!lls, ozone, ultraviolet radiation, and acid depositio,n.
.
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water issues. Tl~e question

that there will be 24 cities

must be asked, do we have our
sights on the right t'arget)'

with a population

This is a troubling

and between
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because the financial
human
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priority
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alone presently
bilfion urban
number

Asia

has about
dwellers,

that is expected

rise to nearly 3 billion

1

a
to
by

2025. While cities ate
typically the focus of economic growth and"productivity (e.g., the 10 Mega Cities
in Asia accOLintfor about 40%
of their respective GNPs),
they are also the centers of.
consumprionJ)f eleqricity,
water, and fossil fuels, and as a
result ·the major producers of
wastes and pollution. Each 1
million urban inhabitants
emits an average of25,000
metric tons of carbon dioxide
and generates 300,000 metric
tons of wastewater every day.
The impacts of urban
activity on the environment
are many. For example, about
one person in five aroL.i"ndthe
world is exposed co levels of
S02' particulates, photochemical oxidants, and other
air pollutants that exceed
WHO's minimum srandards.
The incidence ef asthma is on.
the rise worldwide and is
. widely believed to be linked
to poor air quality. 'One child
in three living in heavily
polluted areas is reported to
have chronic bronchitis.
The poor air quality in
many cities is the result of
both high emissions ar;d
certain meteorological
conditions. Sources of
pollutants include vehicles,
industry, energy production,
home heating i~some
countries (coal in China) or
cooking (wood fuel in India),
ambient dust levels, and
domestic and agricultural
waste disposal practices.
Inversion layers -layers
of
warmer air above a citytrap pollution below and

;illow pollutant levels associated with these sources to
build up during stagnation
periods.
In fact the urban activities
themselves modify the local
climate. Urban environments
are human-made and have
climates that differ appreciably from the surrounding
natural or rural environment.
Indeed, the documentes:!
effects of urban development
upon climate are the most
clear-cut examples of anthropogenic climate change
available. The local climates of
today's large cities may well
represent rriic~ocosms of the
larger-scale climates of the
future.
Perhaps the most notable
effect of the urban landscape is
the increase in urban temperatures above those of surrounding tutal ateas, fotming urban
"heat islands." Large tropical
inland cities may have a mean
monthly temperature 10°C
higher than surrounding tural
lands. Urban heat island
intensities are related to·
population and building
density, size of the city, and.
season. Inadvertent modification of urban climates causes
discomfort d~e to excess heat/
temperature stress, which
increases energy demands fot
air conditioning and refrigetation. This tequires more
enetgy production and again
increases the levels of gaseous
and particulate pollutants in
.urban atmospheres. Incteased
heat stress and particulates of
respirable size affect the old
and infirm, as well as childten
suffeting from respi'tatory
ailments, and raises morbidity

and mortality.
The explosive growth in
world population during the
twentieth century has put
increasing demands and socioenvironmental ptessures on
water resources. Nowhere is
this more evident than in our
cities, where water supplies
are often threatened by
excessive demand and
contamination. Also cities are
particularly prone 'to floods, '
especially in the developing
world. Flash flooding of urban
rivers is a major cause of loss
of life and is ~ecoming evermore destr~ctive. A notable
example was the loss of
140,000 lives in Bangl~desh
in April, 1991, associated
with a cyclone and storm
surge.
While the impacts of
pollution, Batural disaster, and
the health implications of
climate change often are
concentrated in urban areas,
the impacts of urban activities
are not confined to urban
boundaries. Cities are major
contributors to the threat of
global climate change
through their intensive 'use of
energy and subsequent large
emissions of greenhouse gases.
Furthermore, pollutants
generated in the urban areas
can be carried long distances
downwind, cross national
boundaries, and cause damage
to lakes, forests, and agriculture. Notable examples are
acid rain and region.al elevated
ozone levels.
It is clear that urban
activities, when taken
collectively, have a profound
impact on the environ~ent at
all scales. It is also clear that
regional and global environmental problems are closely

linked. An illustrative
example is the role of aerosols
as both a'leading cause of
urban mortality and an·
important radiative constituent that causes local cooling
and may offset (temporarily)
some of the expected warming
due to greenhouse gases.
Because of such links, t~e
urban environment is becoming a critical focus in policy
discussi'ons of sustainable
development and climate
change ..
. I hope that as a result of
s'uch emerging focus areas, we .
can berter articulate the
linkages betw.een environmental problems of various scales
and can help decision makers
prioritize and balance
environmental policies and
Illvestments.

number of
new grants
have been
awarded to
CGRER's
Greg
Carmichael to
address problems of climatic
change and encourage the
revitalization of natural
balan~es. Sori-Jeof these, for
example a grant to assess
changing heat stress frequency
in Io:varare directly targeted
at human health concerns
associated with PQtential ,
global warming trends. '
This gram is described in
this newsletter at the conclusion of "Global Warming and
Human Health, Part 2." Two
other new grants fall into this
same category. The first, a
one-year grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy and
World Bank, <j.wardedjointly
to CGRER and Argonne
National Laboratory, will
assess the human health
effects of the gr?wing use of
fossil fuels, predominantly
coal, in Shanghai and B.eijing,
China. This grant also will .
assess the positive impacts
that would resutt if modern
air pollution control technologies were installed on industries and power plants.
The second, a multidisciplinary project funded.by
.NASA's Mission, to Planet
'Earth program involving
numerous co-investigators in
China and the United States,
will look at the effects of
regional environmental
change on agriculture in
rapidly-developing China.
China-MAP, as the project is
called, fo~uses on attempts to
integrate a number Qf

climatic, air quality, and
agricultural computer models
intO a single linked syst;t:.m.
This system then could
examib.e changing clim~tic
variables, industrialization
scenarios, land 'use patterns,
and cropping practices in an
integrated manner. The
desired result will be an
ability to evaluate and
identify the most promising
pathways for sustained
economic development in
China. CGRER, in collaboration with the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
and Argonne National
Laboratory, is responsible for
emissions estimates and for
evaluating the impact of these
emissions ?n the regional and
global scale.
Another gra(1t, awarded by
the U.S. Department of
Energy Integrated Assessment
Program jointly to CGRER
and Argonne National
Laboratory, will explore the
potential for providing
Southeast Asia with computer
tools to assess air pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions.
Asia, with its growing energy
demands, is threatened by a
variety of human health
, and
ecosystem impacts as a result
of its heavy reliance on fossil
fuels. This grant wiil design a
model capable of examining
the joint effects of air pollution
and climate change, and also
capable of developing coordinated response measures ..
A new grant from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers
,(COE) invokes CGRER's
services to improve the health
of water flowing from the
Iowa Army Ammunition
Plant in Middletown, Iowa,
which is near Burlington. An
attempt is being made to use
aquafic plants in a newlycreated wetland to clean the

munitions materials RDX and
Phase III of this plan has just
TNT from water contami, been awarded to Jerry Schnoor
nated by the plant's producby Iowa's Department of
tion activities. The COE has
Natural Resources, with funds documented that four locally
coming from the U.S. Environcomlnon plants [reed canary
mental Protection Agency. The
grass (Phalaris arundinacea),
pl~n, which was co-sponsored
common arrowhead (SCI:,gittaria' by CGRER, proposes a set of
latifolia), American pond weed
activities for reducing Iowa's
(Potamogeton nodosus), and
greenhouse gas emissions to
coontail (Ceratophyllum
1990 levels by the year 2000,
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demersum)} are effective in
removing TNT and, to a
lesser extent, RDX from
water. The apparent ability of
some plants to "phyto- ,
remecliate" contaminated
water and soil through such
removals suggests that ~hey
might be useful in ,dealing
with environmental contaminants. The COE is now
grading and inundating a
four-acre site for the new
wetland. CGRER researcher
Diana Horton will monitor
the development of wetland
vegetation, in particular the
four abov~-listed species. Jerry
Schnoor's lab' will analyze
samples of plants, soil, and
groundwater for metabolites
of the contaminants. The lab
also will be examining other
native wetland species fot
their phytoremediation
capabilities. In the spring,
hybrid poplar trees will be
planted around the wetland to
help remove any remaining
contaminants.
The Iowa Greenhouse Gas
Action Plan (see "Faculty
Focus" in the fall, 1996
IoWateh) seeks to decrease.
Iowa's contributions to
potential future warming.,

a major goal of the 1992 Rio
Earth Summit. Phase III
focuses on implementing one
or more of the plan'sactivities, in particular the Iowa,
Greenhouse Gas Inventory.
The inventory will calculate
the carbon dioxide equivaleilt
(C02, CH4, N20) emissions of
each industrial producer in
Iowa. Th.ese industries'
efficiency (that is, the amount
of CO2 produced per unit
product)
will also be calcu- I
,
lated. This smokestack-bysmokestack assessment will
then be made available to the
public ---,-in the hope that
~dentification of Iowa's largest
greenhouse gas producers will
shame these producers into
cutting their emissions. Social
pressure has'been shown to
rival legislative control in
entlClOg pnvate corppratl0\1s
into undertaking similar
socially responsible actions.
Thus the hopes are that this
inventory and identification
process will lead to a signifi,cant decrease in Iowa's
greenhouse gas emissions.
Future scholarship at
CGRER will be furthered by
a newly awarded grant to
Vi<:kiGrassian and Greg
Carmichael from the Camille
and Henry Dreyfus Founda•

•

•

I

•

tion. The highly competitive
gtant will fund a two-year
post-doctoral associate in
environmental chemistry at
CGRER, through a program
intended t6 form an interface _
between chemistry and
environmental chemistry.
CGRER welcomes three
newly arrived visiting scholars
this fall. Thorjorn Larssen,
from Oslo, Notway, will be
spending the coming' year here
modeling the acidification of
soils in southwestern China.
,Matv'a Andrea Mancuso
from the University ofSao
Paulo, Brazil, will be here for
two years, examining and
modeling the flow of nitrified
groundwater from .septic tanks
into a la~e that is becoming ,
eutrophic in Rio de Janeiro.
A shorter visit will be paid
by Maite Mendez-Gil from
Spain, who will be here from
mid-September through midNovember working on
applying air quality models
and GIS tools to studies in
northern Spain. '
CGRER also welcomes the
following newly-elected
Executive Committee members, all from the University
of Iowa campus, to three-year
terms: Garry Buettner I
(Electron Spin Resonance'
Facility), Rob Ettema (Iowa
Institute of Hydraulic
Research), Vicki Grassian
(Chemistry), and Greg
,
Ludvigson (Geological Survey
Bureau, DNR). Dick Baker
(Geology) and yeorge
Malanson (Geography) were
reelected to the Committee.
Many thanks to outgoing
members Annmarie Eldering,
Johp. Fix, Witold Krajewski,
and Frank Weirich for their
y.ears of service.

Certain plants, such as the reed canary grass shown here, have the capability of removing toxins from contaminated
water. Such "phytoremediotion" will be utilized and monitored by CGRERresearchers in 0 newly creoted wetland at
the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant.

his past
sumNler,
members were
asked to share a
single way in
which they have
addressed global change issues
over the past year. Their
responses portray the diversity
of approaches that are being
used to counteract the
~ultiple alterations of our
environment. Here are some
examples of how professors at
the University ofIowa and at
Iowa State are address~ng
global change issues in the
laboratory, field, and classroom. _
•Mosr are contributing to
the ~nowledge base through
their research. For example,
Wi told Krajewski (Iowa
Insritute of Hydraulic
Research, UI) has been
seleered as a science team
member of the joint USJapanese, sarellite-based
Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission, which is aimed at
improving understanding of
effeers of (he all-important
tropical zone on global
circulation and wea~her
patrerns. Diane Debinski
(Animal Ecology, ISU)
initiated a project using
remotely ~ensed data to
monitor temporal variation in
the montane meadows of
Yellowstone National Park,
focusing on plant, bird, and
butterfly communities. Joe
Simeonsson (Chemistry, UI)
is developing new analytical
methods for the measurement
and speciation of arsenic and
selenium at "trace" and"ultratrace" levels_ Such
methods are necessary for

undersranding alterations in
the natural cycling of these
trace elements. And Gene
Takle (Geological and
Armospheric Sciences, ISU)
and Bill Gutowski and Ray
Arritt have been in§trumental
in establishing an Earth
Systems Simulation Laboratory at Iowa State, under the
Projeer to Intercompare
Regional.Climate Siml)larions. This laboratory, wirh irs
ten high-performance work
stations and other compu,ter
hardware, will prepare tenyear simulations of present
and future climate, using
three regional climate models,
for th~ up.coming International Panel on Climate
Change's Third Assessment.
Report.
Sharing new understandings with colleagues is equally
crucial. Many CGRER
members report that they
have done so through papers
rhar rhey published or
presented orally. Holmes
Semken (Geology, UI),
looking at ancient mammal
communities, co-authored a
paper demol}strating that
while the analysis of animal
remains collected from
archaeological sites is most
greatly influenced by the site's
prehistoric traits and uses, the
, influence of the ancient
environment is also obvious.
Dick Baker (Geology, UI),
along with CGR~R members
Art Bettis (Iowa Geological
Survey Bureau, DNR, Iowa
Ciry), Luis Gonzalez
(Geology, UI), Diana Horton
(Biological Sciences, UI),
Mark Reagan (Geology, UI),
and others, authored a major
monograph that took a
detailed look at 'past changes
in vegetation, climate, 'and
stream hydrology in northeastern Iowa.

These examinations of .
changes in the distant past
help researchers such as .
George Malanson (Geography, UI) understand rhe
probable responses of plant
(and animal) communities to
climate change in the future.
.• Malanson participared ·in an
international workshop on

Seeds
this subject and as a result coauthored an American Scientist
article, "Plant Migration and
Global Climate Change," and
also was appointed as Task
leader for Dispersal -Modeling
on an International
Geosphere-Biosphere Program
committee.
Other researchers have
been examining current
_changes in the global environment. For example Dale
Zimmerman (Statistics and
Actuarial Science, UI)
presented a paper on staristical mer hods that allow one to
compare maps of environmental contaminants and to assess,
with a known level of
confidence', the changes in
level or distribution of
contaminants over time.
The paper will appear in the
Journal of the American Water
ResourcesAssociation this fall.
Allen BradleY'(Iowa Institute
\ of Hydraulic Research, UI)
has aurhored two papers
resulring from a CGRER seed
grant on the effeer of climate
variability on extreme rainfall.
These papers, submitted to
rhe journals Water Resources
Research and theJoitmalof
Hydraulic Engineering, ask
wherher climate variabil'ity

has, over time, changed the
probability of extreme
weather'events, as many
repons have speculated.
Direct human involvement
wirh environmental change
was addressed by Tad
Mutersbaugh (Geography,
UI), who attended a Mexican
conference to present a paper
examining why some native
Latin American communiries
protect their forest resources
and prohibit timber cutting,
while other such communities
are unable to prevent uncontrolled logging by wood
products companies. At the
UI's Public Policy Center,
David Forkenbrock and a
colleague have developed GISbased methods to correlate
levels of vehicle-generated air
pollurion wirh rhe presence of
low income and minoriry
populations. Their work is
presented in a book-length
monograph rhar comprehensively addresses the new U.S.
Department ofTransportarion
Environmental Justice Order.
Professors are also integrating their insights into the
class·room. Diana Horton
(Biological Sciences, UI) has
added E.O. Wilson's book,
The Diversity of Life, as
required reading in both her
Systematics and Biogeography
courses. Diana considers this
book, which explains the
importance of preserving
biodiversity through a readable
presentation of fundamental
biological concepts, to be a
musr for anyone with an
interest in the environment
and such issues as global
change. Mark Reagan
(Geology, UI) incorporates
global environmental changes
over the past 4.5 billion years,
as well as present-day effeers of
greenhouse gasses and CFCs,
into his class on Geological
Hazards. He also conducts

research using U-Th disequi-
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Finally, Paul Greenough
(History, UI) placed himself
on the receiving end of the
learning spectrum
participated

when he

in a study tour of

the Sardar Sarovar dam and
associated installations
Narmada

on die

River' in western

India'. There he heard about
the social and economic issues
of such mega-development
projects, which can both
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The University of Iowa's Center for Global and Regional Environmental
Research (CGRER) promotes interdisciplinary efforts that focus on the multiple
aspects of global environmental change, including its regional effects on
natural ecosystems, environments, and resources, and on human health,
culture, and social systems. Center membership is composed of interested
faculty members at any of Iowa's colleges and universities.
Center goals are promoted by encouraging interdisciplinary research and
dialogu!! among individuals whose disciplines touch upon any of the multifaceted aspects of global change. More specifically, the Center awards seed
grants, fosters interdisciplinar,y courses, provides state-of-the-art research
facilities and equipment, and hol~s seminars and symposia. The Center
encourages students to broaden their studies and research throush considering
the multi-disciplinary aspects of global and region'al environmental problems.
Through such activities, the Center attempts to assist Iowa's agencies,
industries, and citizens as they prepa.re for accelerated environmental change
that may accompany modern technologies.
Housed in the Iowa Advanced Technology Laboratory at The Universit,y ~f
Iowa, the ,Center was established by the Slate Board of Regents in 1990 and
received funding from a public utility trust fund, as mandated by the State of
Iowa's Energy Efficiency Act.
IOWATCHis published biannually for researchers, employees of state
agencies and public utilities, members of citizen action groups, and other
Midwesterners interested in environmental change and the actions of the
Center. Newsletter articles may be reprinted with proper citation. Comments,
questions, and requests for additional copies are welcomed; please contact:
Jane Frank, Admin: Asst.
"
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